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§ 1. In a preceding paper [1] we deduced the following 

Theorem. 1f f(t) is a differentiable function, defined for t;;. 0, and 
i f f' (t) is bounded with 

t f' (t) -+ ° for t -+ 00, 

then f(t) is not Cr-uniformly distributed (mod 1).1) 2) 
In the present paper we prove the following generalisations: 

Theorem I. 1f f(t) is a differentiable function, defined for t;;. 0, 
and if t f'(t) is bounded with 

tf'(t)-+A for t-+oo, 

where A is a fixed number, then f(t) is not Cr uniformly distributed (mod 1). 
This Theorem is a special case of the following 

Theorem 11. 1f f(t) is a differentiable function, defined for t;;. 0, 
if t f' (t) is bounded, and if there exists a fixed T* ;;. 0 such that for t > T* 

I t f' (t)-A I < B < (lj2n), 

where A and Bare fixed numbers, then f(t) is not Cl uniformly distributed 
(mod 1). 

Proof of Theorem 11. 
We apply the C-test. We shall prove that 

T 
1 = (ljT) f e2:rihf<tl dt 

o 

with h = I does not tend to zero for T -+ CXJ. 

By integration by parts we have 
l' 

1 = e2"if(T) - (2nijT) f t f' (t) e2:ri!(t) dt. 
o 

1) For the definitions of Cl, eH and ClII uniform distribution (mod 1) we 
refer to [2J. 

2) The condition, f(t) -+ 00 for t -+ 00, which occurs in Theorem 3 of [IJ. 
can be omitted. 
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Hence 
T 

(l + 2 ni A) 1= e2--ri/(Tl - (2ni/T) f {t t' (t) -A} e21tifW dt 
o 
T· T 

= e2ni/(Tl_ (2ni/T) f - (2ni/T) f 
o 1'· 

= e21tif(Tl-Il-I2· 

From this it follows: 

(1) 

For an arbitrarily chosen positive nu mb er e there exists a T** ;;;. T* 
such th at for T > T** 

(2) 

since t t'(t) is bounded. For all T> T* we have furthermore 

(3) 

From (1), (2) and (3) it follows that 

(4) 

Since the positive number e may be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows 
from (4) and 2 nB < 1 that 111 does not tend to zero for T --+ 00. This 
completes the proof. 

Examples. The following functions, of which the behaviour with 
regard to the O-uniform distribution (mod 1) could not yet ascertained 
by the Theorems in [1], satisfy the assumptions of Theorem II: 

t 
(a) I (t) = log t+ cf (sin u/u) du, 

o 

where c is a fixed number with lel < 1/2 n. 
For c = 0 we meet again the function log t. 

(b) I(t) = A log t sin (log log t), 

where A is a constant with lAl < 1/2 n V2. 
Hence these functions are not OI-uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

§ 2. In [1] we proved the following 

Theorem. 11 I(t) is a dillerentiable lunetion, delined lor t;;;. 0, and 
il t'(t) > 0 and monotonically non-decreasing lor t;;;. 0, then I(t) is 
QIu-unilormly distributed (mod 1). 

N. H. KUIPER (Delft, Netherlands) reported us, that, if t'(t) tends 
to a constant c "* 0 for t --+ 00, the condition of the monotony of I'(t) 
is not necessary for I(t) being Ol uniformly distributed (mod 1). In order 
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to prove this statement he made use of a method sil1lilar to th at 
developed in [3J. 

For the case that I'(t) --7 c#-O for t --700 we shall proye the following 

Theorem lIl. 11 I(t) is a dilfel"entiable funetion, delined fOI" t;;;;. 0, 
and il 

( 5) I' (t) --7 e lOl" t --700, 

whe1'e e is a lixed number #- 0, then I(t) ~s Clll-unijonnly distl"ibuted 
(mod 1), 

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that e is positive, 
It follows from (5) that for T sufficiently large j(t) possesses an inverse 

function t = F(u), Then from (5) it follows that 

F' (u) --7 (lje) > 0 for u --700, 

Hence, for u > U* = U*(e) = j(T*) we have 

I!F' (u)-(lje) 1< (eje), 

where e is an arbitrarily small positive number. Now, applying the 
C-test, we have for every fixed h, integer and #- 0, and T > T* 

T r T 
1= (ljT) f e~"i"'(t) dt = (ljT) f + (ljT) f = 

OOT' 

1" f(1') 

(ljT)fe2"ihf(tl dt+ (ljT) f e2"ih"F'(u)du= 
o f(1") 

T' m') 
(ljT) f e2:till"tl dt+ (ljT) f {F'(u)-(lje)} e~:rihltdu+ 

u /(1") 

It is obvious th at 11 --7 0 for T --700. Furthermore we have 

It follows from (5) that 

f (T) --7 e for T --7 00. 
T 

Hence 
12 --7 0 for T --7 00. 

Finally we have 

I I lal < ;-pi"ïCT antI 80 Ia --7 0 for T --7 00. 

Thus, for T --7 00, the expression I tends to zero. 
Hence: j(t) is CI-uniforl1l1y distributed (l1lod 1). Furthermore it follows 

from the Theorem: 
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11 I(t) (t:> 0) is a ditferentiable function witk f(t)jt bounded, if 
f'(t) :> A. > 0 witk fixed A., and if I(t) is CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1), 
tken I(t) is also CIII-uniformly distributed (mod 1), 

proved in [4], that the function of Theorem III is also CIII-uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 

Example. The function 

1 (t) - t+ sint 
t 

satisfies the assumptions of Theorem III with c = 1, so that I(t) is CIII_ 
uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

U niversity of 1 ndonesia. 
Bandung, January 1950. 
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